When developing commercial software products it is crucial to select the right requirements for the right release and to have a short Mean-Time-To-Market (MTTM) 
Introduction
In market-driven development of software products, a key process quality is the ability to select the right requirements to be implemented in the next product release [1] . This paper describes a general simulation model of market-oriented requirements selection processes which allows for investigation of the decision quality and its consequences in terms of important characteristics, such as time-to-market and product quality. This is a further advancement of previous work on simulation of market-driven development reported in [5] , which was limited to capacity analysis without taking quality into account.
The new simulation model presented here, called RSQsim, is an extended implementation of an analytical model presented in [10] , subsequently called RSQ -an analytical model of Requirements Selection Quality. The analytical RSQ model is based on queuing networks [7] , and is an abstract model of the requirements selection process, comprised of three main phases: screening, evaluation and construction. The analytical results from applying queuing theory reported in [10] provides mathematical tools for evaluation of improvement proposals by estimating the impact of process change with respect to Mean-Time-To-Market as well as principal limits of what is achievable in terms of product quality given a certain capacity.
The analytical model is, however, based on a number of simplifications of reality that are needed to enable analytical calculations. If simulation is used in combination with the analytical model, some of the simplifications can be relaxed and further properties of a more realistic requirements selection process can be investigated.
In this study of RSQsim, one major simplification of RSQ is relaxed, namely that requirements in are split into subdivided requirements during requirements evaluation.
This simulation study of RSQsim is focused on the investigation of requirements throughput in terms of Mean-Time-To-Market (MTTM), defined as the average time it takes for a requirement to arrive from requirements elicitation to be released by the software construction phase. This is an aspect of paramount importance to market-driven software development, as earlier releases of a product is likely to render higher market shares and thus higher profit, see further: [1] , [8] , [11] , [12] .
The main objective of the presented simulations is to study the effects on MTTM of various changes in the process environment under alternative organisational properties. The analysis is based on the following four research questions:
• Q1: How sensitive is MTTM to the level of quality of incoming requirements, given different requirements selection quality levels of the organisation? • Q2: How sensitive is MTTM to the level of quality of incoming requirements, depending on if a requirements screening phase is present or not? • Q3: How sensitive is MTTM to the level of quality of incoming requirements, given different split rates in requirements evaluation? • Q4: How sensitive is MTTM to increased requirements split rates, depending on if a requirements screening phase is present or not? RSQsim is based on an open-source framework called DSOL [6] , and provides a platform for further research on more complex and realistic models with other simplifications and limitations of RSQ removed.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 further elaborates on the relations between the analytical RSQ model and the executable RSQsim model, and explains the rationale behind the modelling decisions taken. The simulator implementation is described in Section 3, including an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the open source framework used. Section 4 presents the simulation results in relation to the research questions above. Section 5 provides conclusions from interpretations of the results, discusses the validity of the findings, and elaborates on future work.
The RSQsim Model
The RSQsim model is based on a network of queues and servers that represent principal phases in the evolution of requirements from elicitation to release in real processes [10] , see Figure 1 below. These phases are:
• Screening. The screening phase prevents a portion of all incoming requirements from being allowed to reach the evaluation phase. The screening is based on quick assessment of each requirement with respect to the product profile and business strategy.
• Evaluation. The selected requirements are evaluated in more depth with respect to estimated market value and development effort. Those considered fruitful are planned for construction.
• Construction. The construction phase includes designing, implementing, and testing the requirements that are selected based on the result of the evaluation. The quality aspect is modelled through the introduction of a binary quality scheme by dividing the arriving requirements into two principal classes [10] :
• α-requirements are the high-quality, profitgenerating requirements that under perfect decision-making should be selected.
• β-requirements are the low-quality, loss requirements that under perfect decision-making should be rejected. Product quality can then be defined in terms of the fraction of α -requirements implemented in the product.
It should be noted that the inherent quality of a requirement that determines if it is an α-requirement or a β-requirement, is unknown to the organisation, as the knowledge of the requirement is imperfect. The main goal of requirements engineering is to estimate with an adequate accuracy, based on incomplete knowledge, if the requirement is α or not.
In order to assess the decision quality of the requirements selections process, four different ratios of correct and incorrect decisions is introduced, denoted A to D, see Table 1 . Obviously it is favourable to maximize the correct selection ratios A and D, and minimize the incorrect selection ratios B and C. The main extension of the analytical RSQ model [10] in RSQsim is the introduction of split probabilities. In the analytical model, requirements that arrive to the process are never subdivided to smaller requirements, as done in practice. In RSQsim, this is modelled by a split probability in the evaluation phase, which in turn affects the performance of the system. 
Decision

Model parameters
The RSQsim model has a number of input parameters which are summarized in Table 2 below. The λ parameter represents the amount of incoming requirements per time unit and the µ parameters represent how fast the engineers work with a task. Each server represents an engineer working with a certain task. The m parameters represent how many engineers that are allocated to a certain task, i.e. the number of servers. The p parameters model the skills of the engineers in selecting and rejecting the right requirements. The g parameter is called the golden grain ratio and models the fraction of incoming requirements that ideally should be selected. Probabilities for a β-requirement to continue to evaluation and construction g Golden grain ratio, giving the fraction of arriving α-requirements S e Split probability for a requirement that has passed evaluation
The RSQsim model extension from RSQ is captured in the S e parameter, which models how likely it is that requirements are split into subdivided requirements during evaluation.
Two cases of propagation probabilities p eα , p cα , p eβ and p cβ have been chosen as shown in Table 3 , reflecting two examples of different requirements engineering skills, reflected in the model parameter denoted CASE. The ideal case would be if all α-requirements would be selected and all β-requirements rejected (i.e. p eα =1 and p eβ =0, p cα =1 and p cβ =0). The two cases HIGH and LOW are of course worse than the ideal case, but they are still better than selecting requirements at random (with all p =0.5). The HIGH case with p eα and p cα higher than and p eβ and p cβ lower than for LOW is the better alternative of the two presented, as it is more likely in case HIGH that correct decisions are made, i.e. selecting the high-quality requirements while rejecting the low-quality requirements. 
Analytical results
This section provides some analytical consequences of introducing the notion of requirements split during evaluation. (The results are based on the mathematical analysis in [10] and we refer to this study for the detailed deduction steps.)
The introduction of the split probability parameter S e complicates the analytical model in certain aspects. When a requirement leaves evaluation, the requirement may be split in two separate requirements. This means that there are two immediate departures from the server, which in turn results in that the output stream not is a Poissonprocess [7] anymore. In consequence, ordinary queuing theory cannot be used when determining distributions, for example the number of requirements in queues and the average time in the system.
It is however possible to calculate the propagation probabilities. This may be used for investigating stability criteria for the servers of the different phases. If the stability criteria are violated, the number of requirements in queues grows towards infinity and the system is overloaded.
Using the parameters of section 2.1 together with the mathematical results presented in [10] , the arrival rates to evaluation λ e and construction λ c can be shown to be:
Furthermore the effective service rates of these two phases can be stated as: whereas the stability criteria for the servers in construction can then be stated as where σ e and σ c are the load on the servers, that is the ratio between arrival rates and effective service rates, in evaluation and construction respectively. If this load is equal to or greater than one, the system will be overloaded, resulting in ever increasing work queues for the servers.
Another interesting property, which also can be calculated, is the product quality Q, defined as the share of selected (and thus implemented) α-requirements of the total selected requirements. Using the notation from Table  1 , we get the following expression for Q:
can be factored out from the expression of Q. Split probability thus does not affect product quality, as the split rate is the same regardless whether the requirement is α or β.
Even if some distribution-related properties of the model cannot be calculated analytically after the introduction of split probabilities, they can be elicited using simulation. However, we can still use some properties of the analytic model in combination with simulation to get better results. In the subsequently described simulation study, the stability criteria was used in the simulation planning, in order to prevent simulation of unrealistic, unstable combination of input parameters.
Based on the time spent in the systems of the three phases, the following three interesting metrics are defined:
• Mean-Time-To-Market, MTTM, defined as the sum of the average times in screening, evaluation and construction. This average thus does not include any rejected requirements.
• Mean-Requirements-Analysis-Time, MRAT, defined as the mean time for requirements to pass evaluation phase. This average thus does not include requirements that are rejected in screening.
• Mean-Time-In-Construction, MTIC, defined as the mean time in construction including time in queue and the time it takes for the developer to implement the requirement. These definitions imply that MTTM is approximately equal to MRAT + MTIC, as MRAT include requirements that go through evaluation but not through construction. If the fraction of requirements rejected in evaluation is low, MTTM is close to MRAT+MTIC.
Simulator Implementation
Simulator architecture
RSQsim implementation is an extension of the DSOL (Distributed Simulation Object Library) open source framework [6] , initiated and maintained by the Delft University of Technology, Netherlands. DSOL provides a set of java classes implementing generalized components that can be used to build discrete event simulation models easily.
The architecture of DSOL can be described as adhering to a layered architectural pattern [1] approach in order to structure the implementation. This pattern facilitates reuse for both core classes as well as for any extensions by defining a clear responsibility structure among the different layers and defining service interfaces to upper level layers. Reuse is also further facilitated by the fact that DSOL is open source software, allowing reuse at a code level as well as on a component level [9] for the simulation software. The result is a highly generalized simulation architecture which can be adapted to fit different processes targeted for simulation. Figure 2 shows a conceptual overview of the main layers of DSOL and the RSQsim extension module and Table 4 describes the responsibilities of the individual layers. 
Model design
DSOL supports among others the simulation formalism DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) [14] . This formalism is supported by an approach in which the model is designed as a chain of stations, see [15] for further reference. The RSQsim implementation has extended the basic station classes in the formalism layer provided by DSOL in order to achieve proper model behaviour. Using these classes as building blocks the model can be put together. This model element approach for modelling a discrete event system facilitates reuse at a code level, as Neu and Rus point out in [9] .
The model design also includes deciding which classes from the statistics layer that shall register as listeners to events generated by the formalism layer. The asynchronous event model of DSOL that this is based on is further elaborated in [15] .
Simulation model I/O
As previously was stated in section 3.1 the experiment is specified in an XML-file, allowing several treatments to be run with different model parameters and for each treatment different replications with different random number seeds. Here the RSQsim implementation has provided functionality for automatically creating XMLfiles.
The output supported in DSOL is limited to presentation in GUI. No support exists for exporting simulation results to data files in any form. Here the authors of this article have modified the DSOL software to produce a proprietary XML-format that can be imported and analysed in tools such as Excel and Matlab.
Simulation core
DSOL uses a scheduled method invocation technique for driving the execution of scheduled events from an event list, see [15] for further reference. When running the current DSOL version this results in a steadily growing memory stack for the simulator thread, which becomes a problem when running large simulations. However, this bug is currently under investigation by DSOL developers.
Summary of DSOL experiences
During development of the RSQsim simulator, the following strengths of DSOL were experienced.
• Solid architecture -The architecture is highly extensible since the individual layers can be replaced either as a whole or partially. This is achieved through a heavy use of interfaces specifying layer services and thus facilitates reuse on a component level as Neu and Rus suggest in [9] . Implementing the RSQsim model using DSOL was limited to 1500 LOC.
• Speed and quality using Open source software -By starting with a stable release open source software such as DSOL, speed and quality of RSQsim development was benefited and increased greatly. The RSQsim project also reaped the benefits of improved versions of the open source software as they were released.
• Flexible input -As previously mentioned in section 3.3, it is possible to provide a whole • Flexible modelling -By using a mature object oriented language such as Java to develop models, almost any model can be built by extending basic components and combining these extensions with basic components. However, the following weaknesses were also experienced:
• Developer-oriented simulation modelling using Java -Modelling is done through source code in Java, requiring Java programming skills.
• Memory problems -Since it is not possible to write collected statistics data to storage devices during runtime the heap memory eventually gets overloaded with statistics data objects. Furthermore, as was mentioned earlier in section 3.4, the size of used stack memory increases continuously due to the invocation technique used by the simulator core.
• Lack of file output. -Except for resulting in flooded RAM memory, the lack of file output results in the analyst is bound to the charts provided by the DSOL GUI for simulation result analysis. This is laborious if the user, for example, wants to study how an output parameter varies over a sequence of different input parameter values.
Simulation
Research questions
The research questions stated in Section 1 can be further refined using the parameters defined in Section 2. The following detailed questions are used to select simulation experiments: Q1: Different Skills. How is MTTM, MRAT and MTIC affected by increasing g for different cases of propagation probabilities p eα , p cα , p eβ , and p cβ ?
The focus of the simulations related to Q1 is the two case of propagation probabilities corresponding to the requirements engineering skills indicated by The levels of m s and m e are the same as for Q2. The S e ranges from 0 to 1.
Simulation Parameters
The simulation software is fed with three different types of parameters:
• Simulator parameters -parameters used providing experiment simulator specific parameters. See Table 5 for further reference.
• Fixed model parameters -parameters common for all simulation goals and thus have the same value during all runs. See Table 6 for further reference.
• Varied model parameters -parameters that vary with the research questions Q1-Q4 in the previous section. See Table 7 for further reference. The number of replications for a certain collection of model parameters that is run using different random seeds. This is sufficient for achieving a reasonable accuracy. Higher values requires excessive memory, see section 3.4. In order to evaluate simulations, the following metrics are collected (see Section 2.2 for their definition):
• MTTM -Mean-Time-To-Market • MRAT -Mean-Requirement-Analysis-Time To increase accuracy of these metrics, the mean value is calculated for each combination of model parameters among the replications with different random seeds.
With the introduction of split probabilities, these metrics cannot be calculated analytically (as shown in section 2.2) but must be elicited through simulations.
Furthermore, the quality Q is calculated numerically (this can be done as shown in section 2.2) for each parameter combination.
Simulation Results
Q1: Different skills. Figure 2 -5 provides charts of the results of simulations of MTTM and MRAT as well as calculations of Q, for the two different skill levels HIGH and LOW as a function of the golden grain ratio.
An interesting result is the fact that MTTM turns greater for an organisation with more skilled requirement engineers than for an organisation with less skilled with increasing golden grain ratio g as is shown in Figure 3 . With MTTM = MRAT + MTIC (see section 2.2) and with the contribution from MRAT being small as shown in Figure 2 , this is due to the increased mean-time-inconstruction, MTIC, since the servers (i.e. the engineers) in this phase gets overloaded as the more skilled analysts will pass on more α-requirements. The requirement engineers in screening and evaluation will experience a similar increase as shown in Figure 4 , but this increase is proportionally the same for the two skill levels with respect to g. However the quality Q, that is the ratio of α-requirements of all implemented requirements, is naturally still higher for skill level HIGH, as Figure 5 shows. Theoretically though, Q will converge to 1 for both skill levels as golden grain ratio g approaches 1. It is clear from Figure 6 that an organisation with no screening (m s = 0) handles an increased golden grain ratio g worse than an organisation with screening. The system turns unstable already at a golden grain ratio of 0.18 in the no-screening case. This is due to that more β-requirements will be passed on to construction since each requirement undergoes only one selection compared to two for the case with screening, resulting in an increased load on developers in construction phase and inferior product quality Q as well.
Q3: Different split rates. Figure 7 shows the results from simulations of MTTM for different split rates as a function of the golden grain ratio. Figure 7 gives at hand that a moderate split probability have a severe impact on MTTM with increasing golden grain ratio g. Again this is due to the increased downstream workload for developers in the construction phase. The quality Q will however be the same for the two cases since α-requirements as well as β-requirements is split with the same probability, as shown in section 2.2. Figure 8 shows the results of simulations of MTTM with and without screening as a function of the split probability. The chart of Figure 8 above clearly displays a dramatic effect of increased MTTM for organisations with no screening (m s = 0) while the organisation with equal balance of requirements engineers experience just a slightly increased MTTM. As can be noted from the diagram above, there is a difference even with no splitting (S e = 0). This is for the same reasons as indicated above when determining the impact of increased g for the no screening and equal balance organisations, namely increased load in servers in the construction phase.
Q4: Split and screening.
Conclusions
This paper reports on findings from simulations of RSQsim, an executable model of the requirements selection process, which enables investigation of the effect of changes to internal and external properties of marketdriven software processes. RSQsim is based on the DSOL open source framework that, together with our extensions, provides a solid foundation for the construction of a generalized and adaptable simulator.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• The RSQsim model, which can be applied in the investigation of market-driven requirements engineering processes in general, and requirements selection quality in particular.
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• The results on Mean-Time-To-Market (MTTM) sensitivity to changes in internal and external process factors from the RSQsim simulations.
• The demonstration of how the DSOL open source framework can be efficiently reused and extended in discrete event simulations of software processes.
Subsequently follows a summary of the simulation results and their interpretation, together with a discussion of validity issues and some directions for further research.
Interpretation of results
The presented results from simulations of RSQsim suggest that the following conclusions can be made regarding processes that are similar to the RSQsim model:
• R1: The quality of the relesed products as well as MTTM is highly dependent on the organisations ability to select the right requirements as well as the inherent quality of incoming requirements.
There is a risk that the construction phase is 1 The simulator source code and the experimental configuration input data is available upon request to bengt.ljungquist@telecom.lth.se overloaded if the requirements phase selects too many requirements.
• R2: The introduction of a requirements screening phase dramatically decreases the risk of overload, and thus the sensitivity of MTTM to variations in the quality of incoming requirements.
• R3: An increased requirements split rate has a strong impact on MTTM and increases the risk of overload in construction.
• R4: The introduction of a requirements screening phase dramatically decreases the sensitivity of MTTM to increased requirements split rates.
These results thus indicate that it is very important to have a good screening phase early in the requirements engineering process, and that process improvement efforts directed towards increased requirements selection quality has a profound impact on the final software quality.
The practical implications of these results for a specific software organisation have to be investigated with respect to that organisation's specific nature. The parameters of RSQsim have to be calibrated based on estimations of the corresponding properties of the specific organisation. If the model abstractions are not too simplistic, it may be possible for an organisation to try out process change proposals using the RSQsim simulator and thereby evaluate the impact of those changes to MTTM and other important characteristics. The exact figure may not be extremely accurate depending on the uncertainties in the parameter estimations and the limitations of the model, but the trends and orders of magnitude may indicate the principal sensitivity to changes and the limits of overload stability.
Validity discussion
A key issue when performing modelling of software processes is the validity of the results. In this section, the validity is analyzed related to internal and external validity [13] .
Internal validity concerns the question whether the effect is caused by the input parameters or by other factors. Since this is a simulation experiment, all input parameters are under control. The simulation model is based on an existing open source model. This means that the code has been used and tested by many different persons. The developers provide a discussion forum of where the status of the code is discussed and all reported failures can be reported. Furthermore, the simulation model has been validated against the analytical model presented in [10] using test cases where the simulation results also can be calculated analytically, and the validation shows equal results in the long run.
External validity concerns the ability to generalize the results to industrial practice. When the analytical model was designed, an industrial survey was conducted in order to empirically estimate parameters of the model [10] . The survey was designed so that the internal consistency could be checked, i.e. questions were restated in different ways where the result should be the same. Since the simulation model is an extension of the analytical model, which was based on an industrial questionnaire, the external validity is regarded partly under control. However, in order to extend the external validity, a controlled case study should be conducted in an industrial setting.
Further work
The main directions of further research are:
• Further simulation studies of RSQsim, where more input parameters are varied and more output parameters are investigated.
• Further extensions to the RSQsim model in order to remove other simplifications of the analytical RSQ model, where more realistic models of reality can be investigated. One particular such extension would be to introduce periodical release events in order to introduce the notion of deadlines and to allow investigation of overruns of time and budget restrictions.
• The RSQsim model and the possibility of using RSQsim in real process improvement settings needs to be validated in industrial case studies.
